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been merely to measure roughly with a basket, without
weighing l
When a chief has to portion a daughter, 01 to incur other
similar necessarv expense, he has the right of imposing a levy
upon the cultivatois to meet it He sometimes also gives to
the genealogical bard of the family, or to some other person of
the mendicant class, the right of receiving a small duty upon
each plough, or of taking a measure of gram from every heap
in the grain-yard These grants may be made for a single
year or permanently Sometimes the tax is laid in the shape
of a certain sum to be realised out of the revenue of each of
the chiefs villages
It is unfortunately mattei of notoriety that, speaking
generally, all the cultivators and holders of land in Goozerat
are in debt to such an extent that they have no means of their
own of extricating themselves from their difficulties The
creditors are for the most part Goozerat waneeas of the
Meshree (Vaishnavite) or Shravmk (Jain) classes A waneeo
commencing life spends his tune partly in a large town and
partly in some remote country village He borrows a few
rupees at interest in the town with which he purchases small
supplies of clarified butter, oil, molasses, and other such
articles, and thus stocks his village shop The cultivators
having no money at hand, barter small quantities of their
grain or cotton for as much oil as will keep their evening
lamp burning for an hour, or for little supplies of groceries
They are perfectly unaware of the market-value of then* raw
produce, and are quite satisfied that they have made a bargain
if the waneeo with a politic shew of liberality throws in a little
more of the article he is selling under the name of a bonus
Having collected a sufficient quantity of raw produce, the
trader carnes it to the town, and sells it there at a favorable
rate, and his capital thus augmented, he returns to the village
to commence operations on a larger scale A cultivator,
perhaps, has lost his bullock, the waneeo steps forward
immediately to lend him money, at interest, to supply his
toss Or, perhaps, the Koonbee is engaged in marrying bis
1 An improved revenue system is gradually maturing in the districts
subject to the British, government, to which we can only here allude

